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In this document I will explain how we came to be, and how a community came together to create a
project of philanthropy in the face of censorship in a decentralised community. I will outline our
future intentions of how we intend to keep this project alive and engaging through the power of
democratic voting.
CUNT is a deflationary token on the Binance Smart Chain

Introduction
On Thursday the 22nd of April a token was created on the Binance Smart Chain with the ticker CUNT.
This was originally just for a laugh, with no clear direction but soon people started buying on
PancakeSwap and the chaos soon spiralled out of control.
This can all be seen here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGWejnjtglo
By Saturday the 24th of April, it became apparent that people were throwing their money in to CUNT
so the founder decided to post a poll on https://t.me/MoonCuntANN/58 asking if holders would
forego a bonus paid in CUNT in favour of donating to a cervical cancer charities.
The answer was an overwhelming yes, and now we begin a journey in the face of censorship, social
behaviour and philanthropy.

This story may not have a happy ending, or maybe it will. The founding dev has burned all dev LP
valued at $500k at the time of doing so, and approximately $6 trillion worth of $CUNT when the
holder count reached 5,000 on www.bscscan.com
This is now in the hands of the community, and in this paper I will explain the proposal to keep this
project alive through the power of MEME’s, smart contracts and deflationary tokenomics.

C is for Charitable
Given our controversial name, it is clear that mainstream media, social media shadow banning and
acceptance in the crypto community will only come from those that have a love of the word CUNT.
Due to the nature of the blockchain this name cannot be changed, so we will use the controversy to
our advantage to raise awareness for women’s charities.
If you think that is offensive, then you have just proven that our cause has the required controversial
edge to explode.
We have initially selected https://www.binance.charity/ as our preferred charitable donation
destination. This has been done so to due to CUNT being based on the Binance Smart Chain,
allowing for transparency in transactions being performed on-chain in a single transaction.

The donations will be spread our over 10 years via our 120 month vesting smart contract that will
slowly release 10% of supply in to the dev wallet found here
https://bscscan.com/token/0x5bf5a3c97dd86064a6b97432b04ddb5ffcf98331?a=0xf1abd6c3a3ffc07
f37b3efd8f3e69eef2e63914a
The vested amount will be sent to this wallet upon deployment of the smart contract, and will
release it’s first amount of tokens on July 1ST 2021 equal to 0.83% of the total circulating supply
equal to 70m tokens.
On this date we will begin democratic voting via http://t.me/MoonCuntTokenANN to decide on the
destination of our charitable donations and we will always favour the majority.
Charities can be suggested every month, and are not strictly limited to http://binance.charity
however all suggested charities must be relevant to women and also be fully registered genuine
charities that accept cryptocurrency.
In the event that a non-binance charity is selected or if a charity that does not expect BEP20 BNB
then details of exchanges from BNB to Bitcoin or any other cryptocurrency will be posted on the
official website http://www.MoonCunt.com as a blog for complete transparency which will include
all tx hashes and where necessary even video evidence of the donation happening.
Each month tokens will be swapped in micro batches via PancakeSwap to avoid negative price
impact, and then a community vote will be held once a month to vote on the destination of the BNB
raised for a good cause.
This process will be the only action carried out by the founding dev. The rest of the project is in the
hands of the community as explained in section N. of this whitepaper.
The decision to support womens based charities creates a taboo quandary.
CUNT is a word that divides many people, and much of this project is a social experiment to see if
people will embrace CUNT for a good cause or not.
It is my belief that a simple word should not get in the way of a good cause, and should this happen,
I believe that the controversy could fuel demand for $CUNT, and provide longevity and a sustainable
ecosystem for MoonCunt.

U is for Unruggable
98.5% of the entire LP for $CUNT has been sent to the deadcoin address on BSCscan.com the tx’s
can be found here

https://bscscan.com/token/0x04d7c0e1ba83606cd69904496d26447ca5e64897?a=0x7f785f4ba98d0
3c80c555f637d0180bc1667ba6a
and here
https://bscscan.com/token/0x04d7c0e1ba83606cd69904496d26447ca5e64897?a=0xf1abd6c3a3ffc
07f37b3efd8f3e69eef2e63914a
This action was performed by the founding dev to ensure that liquidity can never be rescinded by
the founder, and with it, this adds a deflationary element to the token supply.
PancakeSwap charges a fee of 0.20% per transaction, 0.17% of which goes to the LP provider. As
Liquidity Pools are a balanced pool of equal value native token ($CUNT) and a base pair token
($BNB) this means that 0.085% worth of $CUNT is burned permanently each time someone buys and
sells $CUNT, which slowly reduces the supply over time.
In addition to the LP’s being locked in the public burn wallet found here
https://bscscan.com/address/0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead
The dev has also performed the largest token burn in history by sending
777,776,946,448,358.835660383958345563 $CUNT tokens valued at 0.0078c at the time of the
burn. Equal to a value of nearly $6.4 trillion dollars.
This can be seen here
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x199706bb2812ce66f7abe351f4debf7aeb1824c8d7125156b2992a05807d2
c0b
This provides free exposure to MoonCunt once the $ value is reflected on bscscan.com as this will
put it is the highest value token amount on the most famous bsc address. Thus simultaneously
bringing eyes to the cause and demonstrating that this project was created with only good intention
and not to make a quick buck for the creator. For from it in fact, as the founding dev has invested
over $100k worth of BNB in liquidity for the cause. Probably not the smartest move, but whats done
is done.

The only threat to the liquidity of and future of MoonCunt is large holders that aped in like utter
cunts the day it was launched, I mention this because this must always be a consideration before
buying a token called CUNT in the first place.
Question your life decisions before buying, no one wants to hurt your investment, but this is as
decentralised as it gets, so you must weigh up what CUNT is worth to yourself before investing.

Exercise a bit of common sense, but rest assured the threat from the founding dev as been fully and
verifiably removed through the miracle of the blockchain.
Should you decide to ever buy $CUNT, then pay attention to the next section, and it comes with a
responsibility.

N is for Networking

The only way to keep this project alive is through the power of social networking memes. In the
initial 24 hours of the tokens existence tiktok was lit up with videos broadcasting the existence of
$CUNT. Now that a solid cause has been assigned to the project, it is the responsibly of the holder
community to create and post as many memes and videos as possible and spread them far and wide.
This may seem like an impossible task, but remember Rome wasn’t built in a day. If you want to
have fun with your investment and can commit a little bit of time spreading the good work $CUNT is
doing, then this is your moment to shine.
It’s probably not a good conversation topic when your sat around the table with your Nan at
Christmas dinner, but the internet is a funny place, and broadcasting the message is as many
appropriate places as possible will ensure that we meet our goals.
To get started visit our Telegram group for help and support found here
http://t.me/MoonCuntToken
Only memes can keep this alive, do your bit. Buy some $CUNT to help a CUNT that’s our goal now,
and lets make this happen.
As hashtags like #MoonCunt are not appearing on some social media we ask that you use the
following slogans
#MoonCnt all that’s missing is U
And ensure you link back to our website, socials or pancakeswap listing found below
Website: http://www.MoonCunt.com
Telegram http://t.me/MoonCuntToken
Telegram ANN http://t.me/MoonCuntTokenANN

PancakeSwap
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x5bf5a3c97dd86064a6b97432b04d
db5ffcf98331

**IMPORTANT** Due to the PancakeSwap LP upgrade always select “v1 old” to buy and sell $CUNT.
As the LP’s are forever locked we can never migrate the LP

T is for Token
$CUNT is a simple BEP20 token found here
https://bscscan.com/token/0x5BF5a3C97DD86064A6B97432b04dDB5FfCf98331
In this section we will further discuss the tokenomics
Initial Supply
777,777,777,777,777
Burned Supply

777,776,946,448,358.5
Circulating Supply
831,329,418.5
Charitable Donation Supply
70,000,000 (vested in a slow release contract over 120 months)
Approximate Market Cap at $0.01 = $7m (click here for current price and marketcap )

Why is the supply so high?
The initial supply of 777,777,777,777,777 was created to get eyes on the project. When people see a
project with a market cap in the trillions, they are surely curious. This is why the decision to burn the
entire dev supply has been made.
Deflationary Supply
As explained before, the token is deflationary, with such a huge portion burned the only coins that can
be bought or sold are already in the hands of those that aped in to $CUNT in the beginning. Each
time you buy or sell $CUNT you are aiding further burning through the LP tokens held by the
deadcoin burn wallet, and the charitable donation coins will be released so slowly that they could very
will be on par with the rate of deflation from LP burning. Meaning the longer you hold $CUNT the
more scarce the asset becomes.

Who Owns MoonCunt?

Technically since all the LP and Dev tokens have been sent to a wallet on Binance Smart Chain, and
all the fees go to that wallet, and all the charitable donations will go through Binance Charity, and is
paired with Binance Coin $BNB on pancakeswap, one could argue that in fact, Binance owns
MoonCunt. I’m not sure that will help us get a listing, but if people keep buying $CUNT which Burns
$CUNT and helps CUNTs…. Well who knows what the future holds.
The $CUNT is in your hands now, treat it like you’d treat your own

